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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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flexitariana
FLEXITARIAN women's FLEXITARIAN

flexivegetariano
FLEXIVEGETARIANO person who is vegetarian but who occasionally eats eggs, fish and dairy. 

flipante
FLIPANTE in Spain : ( thing ) that impresses .  2 .  That produces enthusiasm

flipped classroom
FLIPPED CLASSROOM anglicism by weathered class, having made the cimarra .  According to wikipedia it is a mix
between face-to-face and telematic classes.  Flipping is jumping alternately.  Hence the flippers , which are the
pushbuttons of the machines that take that name

flixelina
FLIXELINA Friselina is a nonwoven polypropylene fabric produced by the extrusion of continuous polypropylene resin
filaments.  It is a material similar to paper, used as among the to reinforce resistance and act as a thermal stabilizer in
clothing.

flojedad moral
MORAL WEAKNESS relaxed, without many restrictions and weakened without severity.  Dissipated and permissive
sexuality. 

flojeritis
FLOJERITIS the termination itis implies inflammation , but here it is a neologism accepted by the RAE to express a
sickly laziness

floored
FLOORED 1 .  past participle of the verb TO FLOOR, covering an area with a floor.  2 .  Throw to the ground, make bite
the floor: The champion floored with a tremendous uppercut .  The champion stepped on the canvas with a tremendous
UPPERCUT (hook to the chin) Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be biting the floor, knocking down,
covering the sled, cnning the sloat

flor de camarón
FLOR DE CAMARÒN beloperone gutatta flower from Mexico, Guatemala and Honduras.  It resembles a camaròn by its
reddish bract and its white flower.  It is ideal an interior garden, a window or something similar because it requires
lighting but oor short times.  It is very resistant to droughts so it can be taken in pots or in the soil.   It is watered every 3
days in heat and once a week in winter

flor de mezcal
MEZCAL FLOWER 1 .  The mezcal flower, brand of liquor that is produced from agave or maguey in the municipality of
Madero, in Etúcuaro, Michoacán, Mexico.  It produces by hand 15 . 000 liters per month especially with the species
cupreata and sprat, (double assembly), also Inaequidens, (triple assembly), with 100 direct workers and 250 indirect.  2 .
  The maguey flower is known as gualumbo, hualumbo or "hill hen's paws"; they are small, yellow, store water in their



leaves and are great tasting. 

flor de paja
PAJA FLOR in Chile : very rewarding masturbation.  In general, flower means colloquially large, important, as in gutter
flower, and straw is synonymous with masturbation.

flor morada
FLOR MORADA the purple flower transmits tranquility, calm, self-control and is a symbol of dignity.  The church uses it
to identify its senior dignitaries and the ancient Roma reserved it for the aristocracy.  The , typical plant is the
mavándula, of which there are 30 species.  There are also others such as diamelo, violet, agapanto, veronica spicata,
jacaranda and leticia. 

floriental
FLORIENTAL oriental perfume with quite remarkable fruit elements, of great fashion in the 80s and 90s. 

florícola
FLORÍCOLA concerning floriculture or flower cultivation .

flotista
FLOTIST neologism to name 1 .  entrepreneur who operates with a fleet of trucks or buses for the transfer of cargo or
passengers, respectively 2 .  driver who belongs to a fleet of buses or trucks

fluidodinámica
FLUIDDYNAMICS is part of physics that studies the dynamics of fluids, that is, everything related to the movement of
liquids and gases. 

flyer
FLYER in the second world war the Allies dropped messages to the German population of the planes, which flew wildly
to the ground.  TO FLY is flying, in English.  Hence, flyers or VOLANTES were called sheets of paper with messages
that are distributed massively or to a target group for informational or advertising purposes. 

flygskam
FLYGSKAM Swedish antiflight fashion, for the negative effect on the environment, promotion that worries air agents. 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be shame of flying, travel guilt

flysurfista
FLYSURFISTA person who practices FLYSURF on a motorized board or pulled by a paragliding

fmreitjiordujfjreolied
BASURA SPAM SPAM

foam
FOAM foam anglilicism; Filling material for packaging 2 .  Foam (for shaving) 3 .  Foam (as food) . 



focum
FOCUM Latin word meaning faith, fire, focus.  2 .  Saint Germain flower essence mark (Estuca eliator), to treat the
cleansing of traumas or violent deaths in past lives

focus
FOCUS anglicism by FOCUS , in the sense of focus

foie
Foie Galicism by liver, commonly used in foie gras or fuagras, which means fatty liver but which translates into pate. 

foil
FOIL English word s .  Thin metal sheet.  V .  Disrupt, defeat.  s.  Something that serves as a contrast to another

follable
FOLLABLE That is good to be fornicated.  She's appetizing, sexually speaking.

follower
FOLLOWER Anglicism derived from TO FOLLOW, follow, derive, is a follower of a leader, a fashion or an ideology. 

followers
FOLLOWERS plural of followerVer follower

fomeque
FOMEQUE fome deformation, somewhat boring, graceless

fondente
FONDENTE dark, bitter Italianism.  The dark color of the chocolate is given by cocoa; the more cocoa, the more bitter
and darker.  A bitter chocolate has 60% cocoa.  A very bitter one has 80% or more. 

fones
 ( TECHNICAL )  FONES brushing technique that signals joining both arches and brushing meduante small circular
movements from the cones towards the center with the brush placed butendicularly, at 90 degrees. 

fonoforo
FONOFORO High-sensitivity microphone to transmit very low frequency sound.  The right word should be PHPHORO

fonóforo
FON-FORO of the Latin sound phono and forum square, market which in turn has Indo-European root dhwer, door. 
Microphone used to hear very low intensity sounds (dB).

food carts
FOOD CARTS plural of FOOD CART anglilicism by cart or mobile kitchen that is placed on the street to sell different
types of food to passers-by. 



food truck
FOOD TRUCK Anglicism by cart, food cart

food-truck
FOOD-TRUCK anglilicism food cart mobile stalls that are installed on the streets to sell prepared food like hotdogs,
burgers, fries, fried chicken and the like. 

foodtruck
FOODTRUCK anglilicism by FOOD CARRO .  Kiosk or truck to prepare and sell fast food

footgolf
FOOTGOLF game invented in Holland consisting of kicking a ball and ambushing it in the ideal holes of a golf course in
the fewest number of strokes, similar to what is done with a golf ball.

for dummies
FOR DUMMIES anglilicism for fools .  Well-known collection of yellow cover books in which they explain in a simple way
even how to manufacture a nuclear bomb : English for dummies , Español for dummies , bridge for dummies . 

for export
FOR EXPORT anglicism of ( product ) for export

for men
FOR MEN anglicism that means for men

for real
FOR REAL slang by SERIOUSLY

forasteros
OUTSIDERS pl .  from OUTSIDER, who is from somewhere else

formade
FORM 1 .  Training company for carriers (and other trades) in Pontevedra, Spain.  2 .  English word, reform and remake
(reform and redo) which means recycling discarded products to turn them into new products.  3 .  A term coined by the
feminist current to force humanity towards a more equal treatment between genders, particularly in dialogue and
literature.  It was invented to remove the letters a and or of the nouns and adjectives by replacing it with an e , neutral . 
So in looks attentive and attentive suffice to say atetentes to represent both genres.  Therefore, FORMADE means
FORMED and FORMED, including both genera.  This technique is absolutely rejected by the language professors as it
would be creating another language or dialect.  4 .  It can be a typo where the words "shape" and "of" were joined.

formaletear
SHAPE build a frame that holds an arc or structure while it is not finished. 

formativo-laboral
LABOR TRAINING related to job training



formativo-laboral
LABOR TRAINING related to job training

formato velo
VELO FORMAT abbreviation format speedometer .  Graphical representation in Excel of a variable in a speedometer
format, with a color arc that tends to red and a heat indicator needle on the dial.

fortnite
FORTNITE is the name of a game developed by Epic Games .  It means "from here in a fortnight" It doesn't make much
sense of that Spanish translation for this game.

forzosas
FORZOSAS , plural of FORZOSO , A That is carried out in a forced way, forced, by force, against one's own will.  .

fosiles
FOSSILES ( and not FOSSILS), plural of FOSSIL, Rest or footprint of organisms preserved in the sedimentary deposits
of the Earth's crust.  2 .  Relative to fossils : fossil remains .

fotogalería
PHOTOGALERY virtual file of photographs and images

fotolibro
PHOTOLIBRO album of armed photographs as a book with an ad hoc organization and design.  Prefabricated covers
are sold for this purpose. 

fotorrealismo
PHOTOREALISM the quality of a computationally generated image that, by graphical manipulation, corrects luminous
effects and defects, shading and textures, so that the image cannot be distinguished from a ct photograph. 2 .  Gender,
inside the painting, which makes a picture from a photograph

fotorrealista
PHOTORREALIST relating to FOTORREALISMO

fotosen
abbreviation of photosensitive, which is sensitive to light

fototactismo
PHOTOTACTISM Tactism consists of the ability of living organisms to develop in the face of sensory stimulus.  These
stimuli can be light (phototactism), water (hydrotactism), heat (thermotactism), and so with other agents such as gravity
(graviactism) and climate.

fototrampeo
PHOTOTRAMPEO digital cameras with a motion sensor and an infrared or black LED that creates small video clips, and
that records when it detects motion. 



foulbé
FOULO endonimo and plural of pullo or foulah, although the former name FULANIs given by the Hausas and the
Saharans is widespread

fracking
FRACKING hydraulic fracturing, method to extract shale gas, hydrocarbon that is trapped between layers of rocks at
great depth. 

fractalidad
FRACTALITY of latin fractus fractured, broken, irregular.  Ability to repeat a geometric object at different scales, with
different orientation or different color 2.  Ability to graphically represent mathematical models of phenomena relatively
common in nature, but which have no scientific explanation. 

framboyán de madagascar
FRAMBOYÁN DE MADAGASCAR Delonix regia , tree of the family of fabaceae .  It is one of the most colorful trees in
the world for its red, orange flowers, and for its bright green foliage.  It measures up to 12 meters. 

framboyán de madagascar
FRAMBOYÁN DE MADAGASCAR Delonix regia , tree of the family of fabaceae .  It is one of the most colorful trees in
the world for its red, orange flowers, and for its bright green foliage.  It measures up to 12 meters. 

francachelas
FRANCACHELAS plural de FRANCACHELA

franceses
FRENCH pl of French 1 .  Person of French nationality 2 .  Produced in France or of typical French style or custom

francisco franco
FRANCISCO FRANCO Spanish military who staged a coup d'eed in 1936, overthrowing the government of the Second
Republic, which led to the Spanish civil war

franco germano
FRANCO-GERMAN error by FRANCO-GERMAN 1 .  Said of a person who was born in France and resides in Germany,
or vice versa.  2 .  Said of a person who has a French father and a German mother, or vice versa.  3 .  Said of a
commercial, educational, social, political or agreement entity involving French and German interests

francoaleana
FRANCOALEANA Spelling Error by FRANCOALEMANA .  See E]FRANCOALEMAN

francoalemana
FRANCO-GERMAN 1 .  A person who has a French father and a German mother, or vice versa.  2 .  Person who was
born in France and has residence in Germany, or vice versa.  3 .  Institution or company that forms an alliance or carries
out commercial, cultural or scientific or technological operations between both countries



francoalemán
FRANCOALEMAN 1 .  Person who was born in Germany but to French parents, or vice versa.  2 .  Person who was
born in German territory, and who, for the effects of the war became French, or vice versa.  3 .  Companies, treaties or
border line shared between France and Germany.

francofana
FRANCOFANA See French-speaking Person French-

francos
FRANCS pl . of FRANC

franguebar
FRANGUEBAR place in southwest India

frank aguilera
FRANK AGUILERA Frank means FRANCISCO.  Pedro Bernardón in the second half of XIII century gave the name
Francesco or Francisco in spanish to his son, the future  San Francisco de Asís. In honour of France, it was given the
name of The french. France comes from the german tribe of the franken, meaning free men. FRANCO means LIBRE,
DESOCUPADO or FREE, OFF-DUTY. Aguilera means like an eagle, or AGUILA in spanish

frankebar
FRANKEBAR actually FRANKE BAR SINK is an English expression meaning Franke brand bar sink (dishwasher)

frankenbar
FRANKEBAR Another name for Franguebar circa 1750, in southwestern India colonized by the Dutch.

frappuccino
FRAPUCCINO contraction of FRAPPÉ, ice cream, cold and CAPPUCCINO, a type of coffee with milk; trademark by
starbucks for a cappuccino served with crushed ice. 

frapuccino
FRAPUCCINO combination of the French frappé, which means ice cream and the Italian cappuccino, which means
hood and which is associated with the Capuchin monks.  The first time the term was used to refer to coffee was in 1630
because of the monk Marco d'Aviano, confidant of the Austrian Emperor Leopold I, so Germans and Italians dispute the
term.  The STARBUCKS chain recorded this coffee that is mixed with chopped ice and with a top layer of whipped
cream

frase me importa un bledo
I IMPORT A BLEDO bledo is a negligible thing, that has no value.  Then the expression means that it does not impose
you in the least, which does not matter at all.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be ma no matter, I
don't care

fratacho
FRATACHO in Argentina and Uruguay: trowel, platacho, board with a handle used by masons to smooth stucco, plaster
or freshly poured cement. 



fraticidio
FRATICIDA, frater, brother and cis matar, is the one who commits FRATICIDIO, that is, that kills a brother or
stepbrother

fraxinus
FRAXINUS genus of the family oleaceous .  They are between 45 and 65 species, most called ash.  They are generally
deciduous, but some subtropical are perennial. 

frecuencia fisica
Frequency Physics is incorrectly written, and should be written as a physical being its meaning frequency:<br>In
physics, is called frequency, the number of oscillations of a wave and vibration, movement calculated in a temporary unit
called hertz to the event that takes place once per second.  If a second event is repeated two times will be two hertz,
and so on.  Adds the character of physics to the frequency of a wave to differentiate it from the meaning that represents
the number of times that an event, also called absolute frequency occurs.

free
FREE anglilicism by LIBRE , EXEMPT

free flow
FREE FLOW Anglilicism by FREE FLOW .  Automatic toll detection system and toll copper on motorways, so cars don't
have to pay in a shed

free to play
FREE TO PLAY anglilicism for available to play

free-tours
FREE-TOURS derived from FREE TOUR, free sightseeing tour, free of charge. 

freebie
FREEBIE free substantive free of free , free Some synonyms , words or similar expressions can be free , gift

freelance
FREELANCE anglilicism which means FREE LANCE, and refers to media area workers who do so independently,
without contract. 

freelancing
FREELANCING anglicism of FREE, free and LANCER, lancer or release. FREELANCER is a person who works
independently as a writer, journalist, photographer, actor and sells his work by the hour, day, project rather than for a
fixed and regular salary.  FREELANCING is the action and effect of working as a freelancer. 

freespace
FREE FREE FREE, Free and SPACE ANGLICism, Space; 1 .  Descent : freespace and Freespace 2, video games
created by Volition, for monogame and multiplayer mode, about war or space combat.  2 .  Slack 3 .  Bose 4 speaker
model series.  A region that has no gravitational or electromagnetic field.  5 free space



freestyle
FREESTYLE, English, textually freestyle.  It refers to improvising singers, called freestyler.

freestylear
FREESTYLEAR anglicism of FREESTYLE, freestyle; perform, perform music or rhyme in freestyle.  Some people
consider improvising, but it shouldn't necessarily be improvisation. 

freestyler
FREESTYLER 1 .  Swimming : Person who swims freestyle.  2 .  In music : person who plays, practice the FREESTYLE
genre i.e. improvising while playing

freezer
FREEZER anglicism derived from the verb TO FREEZE , freeze or freeze; freezer, apparatus which maintains an
interior temperature lower than a refrigerator, freezing all foods. 

frega
SCRUB IN CHILE: chest massage with hot cloths to cure colds and lung conditions.  Also to make other cures.  from the
verb Scrub or scrub : clean something by scrubbing it with a brush and water .  in Bolivia somewhat decomposing,
especially food, fruit and vegetables; in Chile: spoiling an object or device; in Puerto Rico : washing dishes

fren
Fren In Panama English friend, friend .  Syncopation and apocope of the English word.  Colloquial way to call a friend.

frenado autonomo
AUTONOMO BRAKING spelling error by AUTONOMOUS BRAKING

frenado autónomo
AUTONOMOUS BRAKING that has its own arrest system, which operates without external intervention. 

frente a ti
FRONT TO IT in Mexico : 21-episode television series, biographical of the latest Mexican diva, Silvia Pinal. 

frenteamplista
FRONTLIST 1 .  Supporter or member of the Broad Front coalition of Chilean left-wing and far-left political parties 2. 
Relative or belonging to the Broad Front, a set of extremist and leftist parties (without PC or PS) of Chile. 

frentear el corte
FACING THE CUT in golf: to face, put the forehead before some unforeseen, face, go head on and without fear in the
face of any adversity.  Be in a critical position to move on to the next round. 

frentedetodista
FRENTEDETODISTA in Argentina : Perreneciente or related to the coalition, formed in 2019, Front of All, which
managed to come to power with the triumph in the presidential of Alberto Fernández



frentismo
FRENTISMO action and effect to face the established system, carried out by the Revolutionary Fronts, such as the
FPMR or patriotic front Manuel Rodríguez, armed arm of the Chilean Communist Party. 

fresa silvestre
STRAWBERRY SILVESTRE fragaria vesca commonly strawberry or meruronda, perennial herbaceous olanta whose
red fruit grows in sparse and clear forests

fresco incorrupto
FRESH INCORRUPTO paint made on walls and ceilings with colors dissolved in lime water and that has remained
intact and unchanged since it was painted. 

freseira
FRESEIRA Galician-Asturian variant of the strawberry or plant that gives the strawberry. 

freseira
FRESEIRA Galician-Asturian variant of the strawberry or plant that gives the strawberry. 

fresnos
ALBAS plural, oleaceous tree that grows to 30 meters tall, with small and whitish flowers.  The leaves are, in general,
deciduous.  2 .  Wood from the same tree.

frezzer
FREZZER misspelling by FRIEZA

fricatriz
FRICATRIZ from Latin fricare, rub (se) and this, in turn, from Greek tribein, tribada 1.  lesbian 2.  woman who
masturbates rub her vulva against the vulva and clitoris, or thigh, of another woman, what is called TIJERETAZO or
TIJERETEO or make the scissors. 

fricción roce
ROCE FRICTION Synonym error generated by not putting the separator comma between the two terms. 

friederich
FRIEDERICH Germanism, deformation or typo by FRIEDRICH, Frederick in German, and hence to English, equivalent
to Frederic, or Freddy in diminutive.  The term Fried in German means peace, friendship, then friedrich means peaceful,
friendly

friendly
FRIENDLY anglicanism by friendly, friendlymenge

friendzone
FRIENDZONE friend zone or friendship zone is called an interrelationship between two people, in which one falls in love
with the other, but the second does not.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be the term friendzone



became popular in the friends series when joey tells ross that she had put him in the friendzone 

frijol chícharo
FRIJOL CH'CHARO pisum sativum of the mozarabic cicaro and this from Latin cicera; pea, pea

frijol chícharro
FRIJOL CHICHARRO dish or bean soup to which is accompanied with pieces of bacon or fat resulting from the cleaning
of the meat, which is fried almost until charred. 

frijol gandul
GANDUL BEANS in the Caribbean: fruit of guandu.  Seed in hairy pods, small in size and very nutritious.  In Chile:
gandul is a bellaco, person of bad habits. 

frijoles
Bean plural FRIJOL FRIJOLES ( poo ) .  See FRIJOL

frijoles con chicharrones
FRIJOLES WITH CHICHARRONES dish in that : 1 .  Beans (or beans) are peeled with salt, pepper and coriander for
one hour 2 Add onion, finely chopped garlic, paprika and tomato.  Add green banana in 1x1 cubes.  Rectify salt, add
color and beep for 15 minutes 3.  Fry the chicharrón in pieces.  4 .  Add beans to the plate and crown with the
chicharrones. 

frisbee
FRISBEE plastic flying dish that is thrown instead open to another, who must capture it without falling and re-throwing it. 

friselina en ingels
FRISELINA in English FRISELINA is called STABILIZER Flixelin is a thermo-adhesive interlath that is used to reinforce
and give body and resistance to fabric appliques and hems.

frisky
FRISKY 1 .  Active, full of energy.  Playful , full of energy .  2 .  Vivaracho , willing to take advantage of situations

fritangueras
FRITANGUERAS see FRITANGUERO

fritanguero
FRITANGUERO in Mexico , Nicaragua , Spain , R .  Sun , Puerto Rico , Honduras : person who fries food to sell
especially on public roads.   2 .  Who sells fried and fritangas. 

frivolidades
PLURAL FRIVOLITIES OF FRIVOLITY Action that reflects superficiality, eccentricity, extravagance.  2 .  Saying of a
show : That seeks to be sensual and light



friza
FRIZA 1 .  Frisa , var .  of Friesland, province of the Netherlands.  2 .  f .  Ordinary wool fabric, which serves for linings
and dresses of the villagers. 3 .  TEXTILE Fabric enough wool used for linings. 4 .  NAUTICAL Strip of leather, rubber or
other material, used to adjust two pieces. 5 .  CONSTRUCTION Oblique stake that was put in the berm, space between
the wall and the decline of the moat, in a fortification. 6 .  Argent.  , Chile TEXTIL Hair of some fabrics, such as plush. 7 .
 In Chile small specks of fabrics that are formed with use or when the fabric is of poor quality8 .  in Puerto Rico: Blanket
or blanket that is used to warm up in bed.  Strip leather, cloth, rubber, etc.  , with which the adjustment of two pieces is
perfect. 

fríjol chícharo
FRIJOL CH-CHARRO spelling error by FRIJOL CH-CHARRO . 

fríjol moong
MOONG FRIJOL (and not moong bean, how ridiculous it sounds) is the Chinese bean, mung bean or mung bean 

frízer
FRÍZER barbarism derived from the English word FREZEER , freezer , from the verb TO FREEZE (freeze, freeze ) 

from scratch
FROM SCRATCH English expression meaning from zero .  Scratch means scratch.

frondoso denso
THE DENSO APPLICATION error because the taxpayer did not put the synonym separation comma.  Both terms mean
bushy, compact.

fronoga
FRONOGA variety of French porcelain of the most prestigious brand in the world Limoges

frontismo
POLITICAL FRONTISM originated in Europe after the second war involving far-left parties.  The Communist Party and
the Socialist Party formed the Popular Front in Italy, France and Spain. 

frontoplastia
FRONTOPLASTY surgical technique to reduce the size of the forehead without performing hair implant . 

frontotemporal
FRONTOTEMPORAL covering the frontal and temporal lobes of the brain. 

froylan
FROYLAN graphic deformation of the German word FREULEIN , miss , which is pronounced FROYLAN

fruncio
PUCKER in Chile : spelling error for FRUNCIA , complicated and annoying issue; or by PUCKER, indefinite past tense
of the verb FRUNCIR, craving (le), getting (le) between eyebrows; or by PUCKERED, affected, suspicious, choleric



fruslerías
FRUSLERÍAS plural fruslería .  See fruslería.  Thing of little value or importance.

fruta con c
FRUIT WITH C This is not the place to ask for fruits starting with the letter C, but in the examples of use is the answer.

fruta estrella
FRUIT STAR Carambola, fruit of the carambolo, evergreen tropical tree.  It has a shape similar to a 5-pointed starfish

fruta pejivalle
PEJIVALLE FRUIT see PEJIVALLE

frutalidad
FRUIT QUALITY fruit quality, degree of aroma or fruity taste (of a perfume, must, wine) 

frutos
FRUTOS is used in the plural as a synonym for achievements, results: the fruits of their effort were expressed in
international recognition by achieving the first successful human heart transplant. 

frutos del bosque
FOREST FRUITS small berry-type fruits that were not normally grown and grew in shrubs.  Chile is the world's largest
exporter of blueberries and the first in strawberries, calafate, murtilla and raspberries.  Its red color is due to the large
amount of antioxidants it contains.  in addition to phenolic compounds such as flavonoids, anthocyanins and tannins. 

frutosidad
FRUIT quality of fruity flavor, usually evaluated in wines

fuck you
FUCK YOU Anglilicism for blaming yourself, that in South America we would say fuck or blame yourself

fuckwash
FUCKWASH Excessive poisoning Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be drunklet, drunk stacked , drunk

fue al medico a revisarse la vagina
Check the vagina is a vulgarismo to perform a gynecological examination, usually associated with the Pap test to detect
a possible uterine cancer.

fuentepelayense
FUENTEPELAYENSE inhabitant of the Fuente Pelayo urbanization.  Park located in Gaspar García Laviana, in Oviéu/
Oviedo . 

fuera de consenso
OUT OF CONSENSUS Expression which means that you are not agreed, that it is out of the agreed, that there is no



majority about it

fuera de contexto legal
OUT OF THE SEPARATE LEGAL CONTEXT, excluded from the scope of the legal.  It's not considered within the law. 

fuera de servicio
OUT OF Inoperative SERVICE, unoperative, discontinued, bad, in repair.  Translated expression of the English OUT OF
SERVICE used to warn that a machine is defective and not working.

fuile
FUILE in Italian, rifle

fujimorismo
FUJIMORISM doctrine imposed by former President Fujimori of Peru, in which he did not give rise to Shining Path and
ended up eradicating the violence and terrorism of left-wing extremists, returning peace and quiet to Peru.  The left, in
revenge, has persecuted him and sent him 25 years to jail for crimes against humanity.  He has also relentlessly
pursued his daughter Keiko Fujimori. and his son Kenji. 

fulani
FULANI nomadic inhabitant of Africa, constituting the largest of its kind. most live in the Sahel and together with the
Hausas add up to about 40. 000 . 000 Most have Nigerian nationality, where 18 million live.  Another 7 million live in
Guinea and Cameroon.  They are of Muslim religion. 

fulbes
FULBES largest nomadic people on the planet.  See FULANI

fulete
FULETE In Puerto Rico : Pistol . It comes from Full, or Fully automatic.

fulita
FULITA in Cuba : 1 .  when the castrist regime banned the use of the dollar under penalty of preside the people began
to call fula and fulita to the American currency: it cost me 10 fulitas.  2 bribe, tip.  3 .  Fulanite.  In Panama : blonde
people.  In Mexico : 1 .  Dollar.  2 .  When someone is in a good financial situation it is said that "it is fula". 

full price
FULL PRICE verbatim TOTAL PRICE in English, which in Spanish means FINAL PRICE (after discounts and taxes) 

fullback
FULLBACK anglilicism by attack position in American and Canadian football, which is part of the backfield or backfield. 

fumigable
FUMIGABLE that can be fumigable



funcho marino
FUNCHO MARINO crithmum maritimum , edible plant found in the Mediterranean area.  It was highly sought after by
ancient navigators for its anti-scorbubical properties.  They carried it in salt and vinegar and was also very consumed
back from long trips. 

funcionamientos
OPERATION PLURAL OPERATION, how to operate .  It is strange to use this word in plural number because the
normal thing, for example, is to talk about the functioning of each political party and not the functionings of them. 

funcionaria publica
PUBLIC WORK Enpleda contracted by the State to serve functions that it provides to citizens.

funcionarios
OFFICIAL's plural CIVIL SERVANTS public employee

funciones sintácticas
SYNTACTIC FUNCTIONS hierarchy and concordance relationships that maintain words with each other when grouped
into syntagms or in simple or compound sentences. 

fundamentos
PLURAL FUNDAMENTS of FUNDAMENT, base, foundation

fundamentos teóricos
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS scientific bases that defend a line of thought. 

fundazo
FUNDAZO 1 Augmentative of FUNDO, field, hacienda, agricultural or livestock land of great extension.  For the same
reason, the augmentative would refer rather to the quality or value of it, rather than to its size.  2 .  Blow given with a
cover

fundraising
FUNDRAISING anglicism of fund , FONDOS raising , COLLECTION , textually , as fundraising

funeralísimo funeralísima
FUNERAL, Superfuneral, which surpasses all funerals, parody of generslísimo, general that is above all the other
generals in the command line. 

funkero
FUNKERO funk fan or musician who performs funk music

funkos
FUNKOS plural of FUNKO, English FUNK music and rhythm of African American type that appeared in the 1960s as an
integration of soul, Latin, jazz and R B music.  A funk fan is a funko.



furias
FURIES the three avenging goddesses of Roman mythology, who make humans see their guilt.  They tried to grow
negative feelings, such as hatred, discord and rage: Alecto (the one who does not rest, chased them to death of
madness), Tisífone (avenger of murders, punisher of those of bad behavior) and Megera (the jealous, creator of hatred
and discord).  They are described in art as severe maidens with snake hair and wings, bloodshot eyes, wearing black
robes and a blood red ribbon and carrying a whip, torch or sickle. 

fuseau
FUSEAU galicismo (spindle) by stirrup trousers, those that at the bottom end in a ribbon that goes under the foot. 

fusionados
FusionADO plural de FUSIONADO united, consolidated, assembled, integrated

fussy
Fussy regodeón in spanish. Un regodeón solo le gusta comer ciertos alimentos

futalidad
FUTALITY spelling error by Fruitiness or futility

future of work
FUTURE OF WORK from English, literally, future of work, alluding to the discussion about what the employment will be
like in the future, such as the loss of traditional jobs, the separation of less manualized and repetitive positions against
intellectuals and creatives, the mass incorporation of programmed machines and robotics, telework and so on.

gabeto
GABETO Restaurat Mexican food at Camden Market in Camden, London, near the Jewish Museum.  You have to pay
£10 to enter the Market.

gabrielino gabrielina
GABRIELINO , In the generic name of trrs tribes of Southern California, they belong to the Uto-Aztec linguistic family. 
Its name comes from being also called San Gabriel band of Indian Missions.

gaeta
Gaeta Italian municipality of the province of Latina, in the region of Lazio, on the shores of the homonymous gulf and 2
meters high.  It has an area of 28 . 5 km2 and a population in 2021 of 21 521 inhabitants

gafas de gato
CAT GLASSES sunglasses with frames that resemble the shape of the cat's eye, almond and the outer edges of sharp
and elongated tips.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be cat-eye glasses, cat-type sunglasses

gail
GAIL natural gas corporation owned by the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas of India, responsible for the
processing and distribution of natural gas in India based in GAIL Bhawan New Delhi, India.  2 .  Stock market share of
the corporation. 



gajito
GAJITO diminutive of GAJO each of the segments into which a fruit is naturally divided, such as orange.  In the case of
garlic it is called a clove

galanteos
GALANTEOS , plural of GALANTEO , Action of GALANTEAR .  Courtship of a Lady

galanuras
GALANURA plural GALANURA . See GALANURA .

gallifante
GALLIFANTE and elephant shrinkage.  A term invented by the Spanish writer Miquel Obiols to call an imaginary animal,
half rooster, half elephant.

gallina flaca
GALLINA FLACA Person not graceful, but hopefully.  It refers to the fable of Aesop on the hens of a chicken coop some
of which were beautiful and fat, well robust, while others were famished and unhoose.  A day before New Year comes
the owner of the chicken coop and selects its best specimens to be slaughtered : At that moment the robust envy the
fate of the skinny.  The moral was that no one should never be despised.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be the fate of the ugly, the pretty one wishes her

gallina vieja
OLD GALLINA 1 .  In Venezuela and Chile : person who eats and drinks but doesn't get into anything.  In Chile : go to
the cochiguagua2 .  In Colombia: leak

gallinacea
GALLINACEA spelling error by GALLINÁCEA , 1 .  order of birds, 2 .  Belonging to or related to hens. 

gallinaviega
GALLINAVIEGA spelling error by OLD GALLINA

gallinazo de cabeza roja
RED HEAD GALLINAZO Scavenger Bird, better known as BUITRE AMERICANO CABECIROJO Abounds throughout
America and is the typical vulture.  In Chile it is called jote or JOTE CABECIRROJO Your habitat reaches as far as
Canada.

gallinazo pavo
GALLINAZO PAVO It is the BUITRE BLACK AMERICAN It deniomine turkey by its turkey-like head.  It is a carrion bird
that inhabits the entire continent.  It has an enormity of names, In Chile and Argentina it is better known as Jote. 
Females weigh about 2. 75 Kg .  while males come to weigh only 2 kgs.

gallogallina
GALLOGALLINA typo for lack of a space in rooster and hen.  In Chile you can say rooster hen, because rooster is any
type and hen is a cowardly type: It is a (rooster) hen.  Show him the knife and he will shit in three strokes



galoncillos
GALLONS diminutive of gallon 1 .  English unit of volume 2 .  Military rank

galopero
GALOPERO Good for galloping.  There is a breed called a galloping trott.  and another gallop puppet.

galponera
GALPONERO, A 1.  It builds sheds, large houses, which today are used to store goods or animals, but were formerly
slave accommodation.  2 .  Rude, rustic person

gamásido
GAMSIDO Mesostigmata, order of mites belonging to the superorder of parasiforms.  Unlike most, many of these mites
are not parasites but free-living and predators. 

game over
GAME OVER Anglilicism by FINISHED GAME . 

gameplay
GAMEPLAY anglilicism which means game playback.  1 .  Refers to the way the player interacts with Game 2.  Way in
which the game interacts with the player.   . 

gamificación
GAMIFICATION anglicism from GAMIFICATION, conversion to game.  It consists of an elaborate technique to turn
learning into something similar to a game, assigning tasks and points and awarding prizes and measuring compliance
with progress and study goals, making a job look like a game.  Teams are assembled and then knowledge bases are
enabled to compare results.   .  It has been taken to the workplace with extraordinary results. Knowledge retention
increases by 25% in five days

gaming
GAMING anglilicism meaning GAME .  Gaming arcade is an enclosure where there are electric gaming machines. 

gamiofobia
GAMIOFOBIA spelling error by GAMOFOBIA

gamófono
GAMOFONO Ancient furniture, of the nineteenth century with a device to play music from recordings made on slate.

ganar de manera abultada
WIN IN ABULTADA WAY Win a competition, election or match by a wide margin.  Bulking is getting bigger

ganarse el gordo
WIN THE GORDO verbatim, win the jackpot of a lottery.  Figuratively, WINNING THE LOTTERY



ganarse el pleno
WIN THE FULL get the jackpot; figuratively, achieve or get something of great value.  Allegory to the roulette jackpot,
which is to bet on a number, which, if it comes out, pays 36 times the bet. 

ganarse la lotería
WINNING THE LOTTERY FIGURATIVELY SEE WINNING THE LOTTERY

ganímedes
GANMEDES divine hero originally from the Tróade.  Being a beautiful young Trojan, Zeus abducts him and makes him
his lover and butler of the gods.  In ancient Greece it was poorly seen that an adult would let himself be sodomized, but
not so he sodomizes a young man. 

ganzada
GANZADA spelling error by GANSADA made or said proper of a goose person, with few lights. 

garabojo
GARABOJO error by GARABUJO , contraction of GARABATO and DRAWING

garabujo
GARABUJO term invented by GarabuGus, the Garabujante that makes the Tuiters happy.  It is a contraction of
GARABATO and DRAWING. The GarabuGus twitter account randomly and unscheduledly launches a dynamic in which
users make drawing requests.  The Hour of TheGarabujos is here! Requests are accepted, encourage yourself to
participate, put your name in your hat and make changuitos while I draw", post the Twitter account GarabuGus . The
profile picture of the @Gusgux is a character with long hair and beard, both black.  Bright eyes and, above all, the red
nose stand out.  This is the Garabujante GarabuGus. 

garantismo
GARANTISMO -ismo : Attitude, trend, or quality .  Warranty quality .  Refers to a system that gives guarantees.

garateaba
GARATEABA spelling error by GARABATEABA , of GARABATEAR , make strokes to create simple drawings, say
improper; or GARETEABA, GARETEAR, let a boat be carried by the current

garbanzos
GARBANZO Plural GARBANZOS 1 .  Figuratively, the testicles.  2 .  Bumps that appear on the skin : I have a couple of
chickpeas on the cheek. 3 .  Legume 4 .  Plant that produces the seeds of chickpeas.

garbimba
GARBIMBA in Colombia : 1 .  despicable, poorly dressed, bad person.  2 .  Garbage

garbinba
GARBINBA see GARBIMBA

garbosas



GARBOSAS feminine and plural of GARBOSO, elegantly, with distinction, with garbo

garcha
GARCHA the sexual act, vulgarism derived from GARCHAR perform the sexual act, culear, fornicate

garciamarquiano
GARCIAMARQUIANO related to the writer Gabriel García Márquez or his work.

gareto
GARETO stage name of a Mexican singer-songwriter from the early 2010s

garfios
GARFIOS pl .  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be in peter pan, the hook captain used a hook in his
right hand because it had been eaten by the crocodile 

garganta profunda
DEEP THROAT [LINDA] LOVELACE , in English 1 .  Film porn, American filmed in 1972, its title refers to an act of
teaching how to make a fellatio, or sucking penis, with introduction to the throat (Amanda Seyfried).  2 .  From the film,
name the sex act to completely insert the penis into the throat of the sexual partner.  3 .  Deep Throat translated into
English, is Deep Throat, pseudonym of the informant of the Washington Post journalists, who provoked the resignation
of Richard Nixon in August 1974.

garigoleo
GARIGOLEO in Mexico : Placement of many ornaments.  Ornament, embellishment, beautification, attill. 

garipola
GARIPOLA It was meant GARIGOLA box where the hunter carries the ferret, stinking animal that gets into the burrows
of rabbits, or GUARIPOLA Long staff with which the guaripola or leader leads a musical band or a troop of uniforms in a
march or parade.

garlapea
GARLAPEA in Colombia: 1.  Misguided person, who does not fit in his circle.  2 .  Poorly dressed person, poorly
presented. 

garnupia
GARNUPIA In Colombia : Term used by the underworld to rererefer a person or prostitute who is unreliable and who
does not deserve consideration or appreciation .

garrapatas
GARRAPATAS plural of GARRAPATA , mite about 4 to 6 mm .  who grabs with his forelegs the skin of some mammals
to suck their blood.

garrapateros
GARRAPATERO'S plural GARRAPATEROS, which makes GARRAPATOs, messy scratches, malagestized drawings,



almost unreadable writing.

garrapaticas
PLURAL GARRAPATICAS , diminutive of GARRAPATA , mite .  2 .  Figuratively, insignificant and annoying person. 

garrijo
GARRIJO Spanish surname with no known meaning.  It appeared in Pamplona from the eleventh to the fourteenth
centuries.  In 1466 it appears linked to the promotion of the cultivation of sugar cane in the Antilles, Caribbean islands in
the Atlantic of Central America.

garrotudo
GARROTUDO spanish slang for sticklike, clublike. Like a garrote hit. sticklike, clublike, garrotelike

garrullo
GARULLO In much of Spain : Turkey dsstined to serve as father.

garza roja
GARZA ROJA Cultural Park in the city of Guayaquil, Ecuador.  Tourist attraction at 37 kms .  of the canton Nobol, in the
conurbation of the aforementioned city. 

gasinera
GASINERA neologism by service station that serves gas-operated vehicles.  Similarly, the terms electrolinear and
hydroginera have been created. 

gaslighting
GASLIGHTING gas lighting anglilicism

gasofa
GASOFA Product derived from the distillation of petroleum. 

gasolerismo
GASOLERISMO in Spain: fanaticism by the Gasol brothers, Spanish players of the American NBA league. 

gaspartiana
GASPARTIANA female of GASPARIANO relative to Joan Gaspart, Spanish hotel entrepreneur who runs the Husa
group, supposedly the best vice president of Barcelona (2000-2003), and then the worst president between 2003 and
2011.  . 

gaspartiano
GASPARTIANO belonging to or related to the Spanish businessman JOAN GASPART SOLVES (1944), former
president of the Club Barcelona between 2000 and 2003, consul of the Seychelles islands in Spain and hotel
entrepreneur leader of the Husa group.  He is considered the club's best vice president in history, but one of the worst
presidents. 



gastalón
GASTAON spend, spender, boot, person who wastes money.  Do not confuse with GAS TALON which is the minimum
level of filling, expressed in GWh, of gas transport pipelines, translated into days of use. 

gasto común
COMMON EXPENDITURE Value of the administrative expenses of a community, usually a building, which is prorated
among the community according to the surface of each building, and, in some items, according to individual
consumption, such as heating and hot water. 

gastroneta
GASTRONETA , contraction of gastronomy and scooter; truck restaurant to prepare and sell food on the street. 

gaticos
GATICOS pl .  diminutive of GATICO , kitten

gatitos
GATO's plural and diminutive GATITOS

gato con guantes no caza ratones
GATO WITH GLOVES DOES NOT HUNT RATONES metaphor that points out that with delicacies no great things are
achieved.  To achieve results you have to break eggs

gato tigre
TIGER CAT. The tiger cat or Toyger, as this breed is called, is an energetic and active cat, who likes to swim and hunt. 
It has a scratched fur similar to the tiger.  It is a totally domestic cat, of calm and affectionate character, and that does
not let loose hair.

gax
GAX brand store of sports and electronic products .  The acronym can also stand for Gamingaddix (website), gaming
junkie, Guidance Automation Extension (software), Automation Extension Guide, Ground Attack Experimental (Boeing),
Ground Attack Experimentation, Graphic Arts Exchange, Graphic Art Exchange, or Galahad Metals Inc.  Canada. 

gazebo
GAZEBO awning, canvas tent or thick fabric of signature framed or circular, rarely rectangular (as to protect a car). 

gazing off
GAZING OFF from English, look for the side

gásfiter
GÁSFITER plumber, person who is dedicated to maintenance of artifacts, faucets and water pipes of home facilities. 

gebrüder
GEBRÜDER in German: BRUDER is brother .  GEBRÜDER is the plural



geedzigi
GEEDZIGO , I .  Esperanto term, CASARSE

gelato
GELATO Italianism by HELADO

gelico
GELICO spelling error by GLIC, relative to GEL

generación alpha
ALPHA GENERATION technology experts

generación de 1914
GENERATION OF 1914 better known as GENERATION OF 14, is a historiographical label to designate a brilliant group
of Spanish writers between 1898 and 1927, among which are Juan Zaragüeta Bengoechea, José Ortega y Gasset,
Manuel Azaña, Rafael Cansinos Assens, Eugenio d'Ors, José Bergamín, Ramón Gómez de la Serna, Juan Ramón
Jiménez, Ramón Pérez de Ayala and Gabriel Miró. 

generación de cristal
CRISTAL GENERATION They are young people who are becoming of legal age, who study in private schools or
universities and / or who work in the sector in management positions achieved by the influence of their benefactors. 
Glass generation requires 3 elements : 1 .  digital natives; 2 .  Influencers and 3.  Consumerists and participants in the
customs of the most important economic and political class.  They are boys, despite their good school instruction and
having lived, at their young age, magnificent social and cultural opportunities in anticipation of great professional
expectations, are of brittle emotional health.

generación grandiosa
GREAT GENERATION demographic COHORT that follows the LOST GENERATION and precedes the SILENT
GENERATION, that is, they are those born between 1901 and 1927.  This generation suffered the great depression of
1927 and were the great participants of the, second world war.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be
generation gi, generation of the second world war

generación perdida
LOST GENERATION demographic cohort that predess the great generation and reached the age of majority during the
first world war.  The term was opened by Gertrude Stein with regard to American writers based in Paris.  Then he was
popularized by Ernest Hemingway, who in Fiesta, 1926, used it in his caption: "You are all a lost generation". 

generación precaria
PRECARIA GENERATION denomination given millennial youth in 2008 that provoked the largest manifestations that
have been seen in Lisbon, under the name of geracao a rasca

generación rasca
GENERATION RASCA precarious generation, designation given to young Portuguese people who, to a so-called
apartidario, lay and peaceful in Facebook, marched massively on March 12, 2011 in Lisbon, protesting the terrible
working conditions, labor slavery, false self-employed workers, lack of work and very high cessanty, temporaryity and
intermittency of work, outsourcing and other contractual manipulations. 



generación silenciosa
SILENT GENERATION age group that was born after the GREAT GENERATION and before the BABY BOOMERS,
that is, between 1928 and 1945. 

generação à rasca
GENERAO RASCA, precarious generation, rasca generation, name given to demonstrations in Portugal in March 2011,
greater nanifestation unrelated to political parties since the Clavenial Revolution. 

generales
GENERAL ( common and usual standards 2 .  People of the highest graduation in the Armed Forces and order. 

generar disgusto
GENERATE DISGUST cause discomfort

generasion espontanea
SPONTANEOUS GENERATION (and not GENERASION SPONTANEA , which horror ) Outdated hypothesis of the
origin of life that held that certain forms of life (animal and vegetable) emerged simply from organic matter, inorganic or
from a combination of these. It was never obtained by scientific method, but it was reached that conclusion by visual
evidence.  It was a belief deeply rooted since antiquity, as it was described by Aristotle, then supported and admitted by
17th and 18th century thinkers such as René Descartes, Francis Bacon or Isaac Newton.

genios
GENIUSES pl . of GENIUS intellectually super-doped person

genovava
GENOVAVA Used in the United States .  Female proper name, deformation of the traditional GENOVEVA ,

gentilezas
GENTILEZAS plural of Gentileza Attention, kind gesture

gentón
GENTON 1 .  Neologism by an important group, prrstigioso of people.  2 .  Biblical name 3 .  Spanish surname

geoeconómica
GEOECONOMIC Women's GEOECONOmics from GEOECONOMIC

geoeconómico
GEOECONOMICs relating to the geoeconomics science that studies the material goods produced by the baturality and
economies of the countries. 

geoglificos
GEOGLYPHS error by HIEROGLYPH



geografía fisica
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY of Latin geographia, description of the earth; part of the geographical study that adheres to
the configuration of the planet's surface, unlike the political geography that takes into account the borders and
boundaries defined by man, or the human geography, which studies the regions according to the ethnicities that make
them up. 

geoingeniería
GEOENGINEERING is the large-scale and intentional modification of the earth's climate to combat global warming and
its effects. 

geointeligencia
GEOINTELIGENCE Budget Optimization in Market Research 2 .  Understanding the target audience to achieve
decisions to reduce risks. 

geolocalizar
GEOLOCALIZE locate ground coordinates by satellite

geometría variable
VARIABLE GEOMETRY that can change the outer conformation

geosfera
GEOSPHERE according to some scientists is the solid layer of the earth and is made up of the core (inner and outer),
the mantle, the crust, the lithosphere and the asthenosfera.  . It leaves out, then, the atmosphere.   According to others it
can be taken as the collective name of the lithosphere, the hydrosphere, the cryosphere and the atmosphere. 

geotextil
GEOTEXTILE Permeable and flexible fabric made of synthetic fibers, mainly polypropylene and polyester.  They can be
manufactured in an agglomerated or woven form, depending on their use.

gerac¸a?o a rasca
GERACCAO A PORTUGUESE RASCA by Precarious Generation, is the title given to the unrest and non-political
demonstrations produced in Portugal in 2011.  This remote, lay and peaceful movement began on Facebook and ended
up being the largest non-political protest since the Claveles Revolution.  Its objective was the claim of working
conditions, especially of qualified young people. 

gerac¸a~o a rasca
GERAC , A-O A RASCA View GERA-O - RASCA Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be geracao' rasca
, precarious generation

gerbil
GERBIL is the English word for JERBO, a species of rodent that inhabits desert areas, common in Africa and Asia. 

gerigonça
GerIGONCA of Portuguese, jargon.  1 .  Informal, vulgar language, hard-to-understand twist 2.  In Portuguese : What is
defective, fragile structure and precarious operation.  3 .  In Spanish : strange and ridiculous action. 



geringoza
GERIGONZA See JERIGONZA .  The term Gerigonza does not exist Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
may be used an unintelligible neighborhood jerigonza

germano, na
GERMANO , A 1 .  Germany 2.  Relative or belonging to the German barbarians ancient inhabitants of Germania, in
central and northern Europe. 

germanoturca
GERMANOTURCA 1 .  Person who was born in Germany and to Turkish parents, or vice versa.  2 .  Person who was
born in Germany and settled in Turkey, or vice versa.  3 .  Institution or treaty, agreement or joint policy involving both
countries or cultures

geroproctector
GEROPROCTECTOR Spelling Error by GEROPROTECTOR .  See GEROPROTECTOR .

geroprotector
GEROPROTECTOR of gero, old Therapeutic element that is applied in animals to prolong life

gertrudis
GERTRUDIS Character of the Chilean television series, Japenning con ja .  which was broadcast from 1978 to 40 years.
  Gertrude is the spinster secretary, ugly, responsible, diligent, humble and striving who stoically takes all the challenges
of his boss Mr. Zañartu, and always remains loyal until death.

gestación para otros
GESTATION FOR OTHER loan of the uterus to maintain a third-party fetus and give birth to a baby that will legally be
from another person(s).  Originally intended for heterosexual couples whose wife cannot gestar today, through artificial
insemination, even a single mother could resort to a RENT BELLY

gestación subrogada
SUBROGADA GESTATION is pregnancy on request, giving in service or lease the belly to give birth to a child legally of
other people (eventually also genetically). 

gestalt
Gee's GestaLT's German outline, shape.  Part of theoretical and experimental psychology that studies the perception of
phenomena by humans.

gesticulaciones
Plural GESTICULATIONS of GESTICULATION Ademán , grimace that is made with the face .

gestos
GESTOS , plural of GESTO Movement of the body, especially of the face or hands, which reveals a mood.

género fluido



GENDER FLUID in literature : easy and light style of reading or writing . 

giallorossa
GIALLOROSSA from yellowish Italian.  Refers to literature and film of suspense and terror (Giallo, press or yellow novel)
mixed with romantic arguments (pink novel) 

giallorosso
GIALLOROSSO Italianism derived from GIALLO , yellow and ROSSO , red , pink REDMARILLO , team of the selection
of Spain and others

gif
GIF acronym for Graphic Interchange Format, format initially used for photographs and images, today widely used on
the web to upload images and videos. 

gift
GIFT anglilicism by gift .  A GIFT CARD is a card with a certain amount of money as a gift to be used in a store that
issued it. 

giftcard
GIFTCARD card with a total amount allocated that is given away so that the graceful can buy in the issuer's business
whatever they want up to the amount paid to the card. 

giftcards
GIFTCARDS plural of GIFTCARD anglilicism, gift card

gig economy
GIG ECONOMY gig originates in the musical medium and refers to small musical participations or bowling.  Applied to
the world of work refers to small short and specific jobs within a project. The gig economy was born in the United States
as a result of the 2006 Sub Prime economic crisis, which forced new forms of hiring. 

gigante asiático
ASIAN GIANT metaphor or synonym of the Republic of China

gigatonelada
GIGATONELADA billion tons i.e. 1 million kilos or 10*12 kg .  1 ton a thousand kg.  1 kiloton x 1 million kg.  or 10*6 kg. 
1 megaton x 10*9 kg . 

gigatón
GIGATON unit of measure that does not belong to the International System of Measures and is equivalent to 1×10-9
tonnes; 1 . 000 megatons; 1 . 000 . 000 kilotons; or 1. 000 . 000 . 000 tons. 

giglico
GIGLICO does not exist this term.  See GLYCO



gilada
GILADA In Chile Stupidity , foolishness .  of gil, stupid, goose, intellectually limited

giljutero
GILJUTERO jilguero , mask bird on the face red, with black wings that have yellow stripes.  Young people have grey
plumage. 

gimoteos
GIMOTEOS plural gimoteo

gineco-obstetra
GINECO-OBSTETRA gynecologist and obstetrician medical wspecialities that complement: the gynecologist relates to
the fertile period of the woman and the obstetrician is involved in diseases related to the female reproductive system. 

gintónic
GINTONIC anglicism by Gin tonic, a drink consisting of a mixture of gin and a tonic drink

gipsy
GIPSY Anglilicism by GYANO 2 .  Fashionable or lifestyle like that of gypsies. 

girafa
GIRAFA misspelling by GIRAFFE

giri
GIRI japanism (??),   social obligation or duty , refers to the obligation a japanese has to show for others. It is a feeling of
debt with the other person wich makes you feel grateful for her.

giro jonbar
GIRO JONBAR in science fiction point where the story changes.  For example, at a time of the future the extermination
of the human species is unleashed by the effects of nuclear war between Russia and the United States, which has
mutated the human genome.  The solution is to go back in time and kill Krushev or Kennedy, who in the first version
provoke war.  In the time machine someone comes from the future to the Jonbar turn and makes Lee Harvey Oswald
know the KGB agents and get him killed.  History changes and the first future is discarded.  SEE JONBAR POINT

gish
GISH See GUISH

gitanos
GitANOS plural gitANOS of GITANO .  See GITANO .

gíglico
GÍGLICO Idioma inventado por Julio Cortázar en su novela Rayuela para dsscribir una escena erótica en el capítulo 68
de la obra .



gliadina
GLIADINA is a protein of plant origin that together with GLUTENINA make up 80% of the wheat proteins.  Gliadine is
what causes gluten intolerance.  Depending on the grass the prolaminas are named : that of wheat is gliadin, that of
oats is avenine, that of barley is hordein and that of rye is secanine.  Its intolerance is causing celiac disease or celiac
disease, also called TACC intolerance (wheat, oats, barley, rye).  Gluten produces an abnormal autoimmune response
that can affect any part of the body.  It affects the nervous system by inflammation of its cells.

glicólica
GLYCOLIC f .  of GLYCOLIC f .  Relative to GLYCOL or glycolic acid or hydroxyacetic acid is the smallest molecular
chain hydroxide, which allows it to penetrate the skin more quickly to deeper strata so it is used in the cosmetic industry
to reduce wrinkles

glifosato
GLYPHOSATE amino acid formula C3H8NO5P broad spectrum herbicide, removes herbs and shrubs, especially
perennials.  It is absorbed by the leaves and not by the roots.  It is applied to leaves, but can also be injected into logs
and stems, or pulverized to studs as a forest herbicide.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be 2 acetic
acid, n isopropylamine salt, phosphonometyl

glitter
GLITTER anglilicism by glowing, rutile, derived from GLOW, brightness, glare 2.  Glitter

globalismo
GLOBALISM tends to bring different commercial, cultural and social activities closer to all the inhabitants of the planet
so that access and products are available to anyone regardless of dostancias and locations.  It is clear that this is only
possible thanks to the profound advancement of technology and its planetary dissemination. 

globalista
GLOBALIST that encompasses or seeks to encompass the entire planet.

globalización positiva
POSITIVE GLOBALIZATION As opposed to a negative globalization, it is an action of planetarization, of uniformity,
generalization of some activity that produces positive effects for humanity, for the planet or for both.

globero
GLOBERO, a cyclist, who tries to imitate the professionals, but that the harder he tries less he gets. 

globero globera
GLOBERO GLOBERA See GLOBERO

globoflexia
GLOBOFLEXIA technique that manipulates sausage balloons, inflicting them, twisting them and hooking them together
with great dexterity to build figures of all kinds. 

glocal
GLOCAL neologism from the Japanese word DOCHAKUKA who lives in his own land.  Combines global with local. 



Economically, this is the person who thinks globally and acts locally.  Production adapted to each environment.  On a
cultural level, it is the mixture of the global with the local. 

gloss
GLOSS anglicism by gloss or gloss on a smooth surface.  2 .  a superficially attractive presentation : under the gloss of
success there was a tragic private life . 

glotografía
GLOTOGRAPHY glotto is Latin language.  Although it does not exist in the RAE, glotography is, therefore, the writing of
a language or language. 

glow
GLOW anglilicism by BRIGHT , BRIGHT .  2 2017 television series that lasted four seasons where a girl from Los
Angeles, California finds work alongside 12 Hollywood misfits. 

glp
LPG acronym from the phrase GOOD LUCK PARTNER, i.e., good luck mate.  Normally used on social networks.

glugluteante
GLUGLUTEANT That makes glu glu, that is, by submerging it in the water evacuates the contained air by making
bubbles that emit a sound similar to glu glu .  2 .  Being drowned.

gobierno de las tinieblas
GOVERNMENT OF DARKNESS is a biblical reference to Satan, his minions, and Hell.  It is assumed that there is a
well-organized hierarchical structure to try to make Evil prevail over Good. 

gobierno de mujeres
WOMEN'S GOVERNMENT expression that means that women have power.  Historically it has been called
MATRIARCADO

gobierno frankestein
GOVERNMENT FRANKENSTEIN (and not Frankestein) in Spain : a government that stabilizes on the basis of
integrating parties from other political currents in order to have a majority in the Hemiiclo. the expression was born in
2016 from the criticism made to Pedro Sánchez by his predecessor Alfredo Pérez Rubalcaba, allegory in allusion to the
writer Mary Shelley who created the frankenstein monster from different organs of various human beings.  In wanting to
integrate the caralane separatists, there was talk of Frankenstein endowment.  And that didn't stop there. 

gobierno podrido
ROTTEN GOVERNMENT government of a country that has failed.  2 .  Government of a country that is very corrupt

godibe
GODIBE anglilicism spelling error by [E[GODIVE contraction of GO and DIVE or Let's dive . 

godive



GODIVE in Spain : compression of GO DIVE, anglilicism by "to dive" or "let's go dive".  Diving center located in
Valdevaqueros . 

gogas
GOGAS plural of GOGA , insanity and by extension sneakers with GoGa mat® or template of a material called goga
mat®

golaverage
GOLAVERAGE spelling error by GOL AVERAGE anglicism by average goal, rule that applies in some sports in cases of
draw, either to determine who qualifies, who descends or who wins.  It consists of dividing the goals made by the goals
received

golaveraje
Anglicism derived from GOAL AVERAGE of goals, value resulting from dividing the goals in favor by the goals against. 
It is used to tie between teams to determine who qualifies. 

golden hour
GOLDEN HOUR Anglicism by Golden Hour, Magic Hour in Spanish.  A term used in photography to designate the short
period between sunset and nightfall. 

golguera
GOLGUERA phonetic deformation of GORGUERA, rigid neck, round, usually linen, bent in the form of accordion, in
undulations, which was used by the aristocracy and nobility of Western Europe during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. 

golondrinas
GOLONDRINAS, plural of GOLONDRINA Bird of migratory numbers living on marine coasts around the world, except
polar and icy regions

golosito
GOLOSITO 1 .  Colloquially : say of those who like to touch the intimate parts : Don't be a treat! 2 .  Small biscuit
attached to others with apricot candy, topped with meringue and sprinkled with toasted almonds. 

golpe militar
MILITAR GOLPE takes power by using force

golpizas
PLURAL GOLPIZAS OF GOLPIZA

gondolazo
GONDOLAZO in Argentina : charity and solidarity event that consists of collecting food in supermarkets to donate them
to those who are in the most vulnerable situation.  Word derived from gondola or shelf of products in a supermarket. 2 . 
colliding with a gondola, public transport vehicle. 



gonio
GONIO central angle subtendido by an arc , whose length is the quadrennial ( 1/400 ) part of a circumference .  Its
symbol is a lowercase letter g placed as superscript at the end of the figure .  Its extent is measured with the
GONIOMETER

gonorea
GONOREA Grammatical error The word is Gonorrhea Venereal Disease

gonorrea picha
GONORREA PICHA GONORREA Bacterial venereal disease that is transmitted by sexual contact .  PICHA is the penis,
male sex organ

goñete
GOÑETE See GOLLETE, neck, in particular of a bottle, chicken or person. 

good to go
GOOD TO GO I'm ready Some synonyms , words or similar expressions can be I'm ready , come on

goofy
GOOFY English name of Tribilín's dog character, from the Donald Duck and Mickey Mouse series. 

gorgeous
GEORGEOUS anglilicism by phenomenal, extraordinary, great. 

gorillas
GORILLA Anglicanism derived from the English word for the gorilla.  Figuratively, in English it means bully and, in some
cases, armed groups of tough and strong men, usually violent.  This meaning and its spelling was incorporated into the
spanish jargon, where the young so called the doorman of the discs and other restricted entrance enclosures, because
they were usually men of great wingspan and corpulence.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be
hombron, 3-body wardrobe

gorilona
GORILONA nickname of Lucila Ballenato, part of a comic strip 2.  Gorilona is @JosefinaJsn and @ohsamaisalive on
twitter

gorjeos
CHIRPING plural of CHIRPING sound emitted by birds.  Figuratively, gossip, action of the chattering: I am bothered by
his permanent chirping on all subjects. 

gorobeta
GOROBETA in Colombia : Hunger

goroso
GOROSO probable typographical error by VIGOROSO , which has a lot of vigour; vigorously. 



gorrazo
CAP verbatim, blow with a cap.  Figuratively and colloquially, sexual deception to the partner, hat- 

gorrilla aparcacoches
the person who receives the keys to vehicles in a public Center, generally pubs, clubs and restaurants and takes them
to the Park and then brings them back at the request of the owner.

gosa
GOSA misspelling by GOZA third person singular of the present indicative of the verb GOZAR 1 .  Have fun, rejoice in
solazarse 2 .  Own , enjoy 3 .  Fornicate, copulate, perform the sexual act (with someone or alone), have pleasure

got talent
GOT TALENT anglilicism by GOT TALENT.  expression added to a country that presents the artistic talent program
such as America got Talent. 

gotcha
GOTCHA Apocope of I got you! 1 .   ( You ) I understood! 2 .  I grabbed you!

goteadas
Female GOTEADAS , plural of GOTEO , action and effect of GOTEAR . 

goticula
GOTICULA spelling error by GOTÍCULA

gotícula
DROPLET , f .  Tiny drop, almost imperceptible.  It is usually used in the plural because it is usual for there to be a large
amount randomly disseminated in a small volume of air or other gas. 

gotículas
GOTCULEALS , sUlral of GOTCULA Lowercase drop, almost imperceptible.

gónadas
Plural GÓNADAS of GÓNADA Seminal Scathing Scathing of the male .

gp
GP abbreviation used on social networks to thank you Partner

gpa
GPA why did my definition disappear? Well, to repeat it In the American educational system the Grade Point Average/N]
is a calculation of your grade point average or result.  It can be determined on an annual basis of your course as a
whole.  The method is as follows Each result is assigned a weighted number called the Grade Point.  The higher the wl
result, the greater the corresponding Grade Point. 



grabaciones
PLURAL RECORDINGS of RECORD action and effect, record in wood, vinyl, magnetic tape, hard drive or other
physical medium a text, drawing, image, music or sound. 

grabado en fondo grabado en hueco
RECORDED IN GRAGRABADO Printing procedure using plates or cylinders engraved in hollow .  It's also called
bas-relief.

graficas y tablas
GRAPHICS AND TABLES Spelling Error by GRAPHICS AND TABLES .  GRAPHIC , Presentation drawn on lines , bars
, cakes , spider web , isometric values and TABLES display in tabulated boxes of a group of values, can be 2 , 3 or
multiple inputs .  . 

gral
GRAL abbreviation of GENERAL, especially for military grade. 

gran amor
GREAT LOVE very important person in life, if not the most, sentimentally speaking. 

gran botellon
GREAT BOTELLON spelling error by GREAT BOTELLON

gran buho
GREAT BUHO Character of Sekiro's Shadows die twice video game

granadazo
GRANADAZO effect produced by the explosion of a grenade.  Action to launch an explosive grenade. 

grand slam
GRAND SLAM on bridge : greater contract that can be tendered and fulfilled, which requires promising to make all 13
tricks in any of the 5 denominations (7ST, 7? , 7? , 7? , 7? )  .  In tennis: these are the 4 major tournaments organized by
the WTA, namely the US Open, Roland Garrós, Wimbledon and Australia. 

grandes amigos
GREAT FRIENDS endearing friends, very good friends, people with great appreciation for each other and prolongedly in
time. 

grandeur
GRANDEUR galicism by GRANDICIOSITY, greatness

grandeza de miras
( Con )  GREATNESS OF MIRAS (With ) opening, with generosity, tolerance



grandiosos
GREAT pl .  of GRANDIOSE, portentous, majestic, spectacular

granota
GRANOTA frog, in Catalan.  Amphibians of the order of the frogs.

granulocito
GRANULOCITO are cells that form part of the blood ( leukocytes).  They are defined according to the color that their
organelles (cytoplasm) are dyed in light microscopy.

gratos
GRATOS plural of GRATO Ameno, pleasant, comfortable

gravitropismo
GRAVITROPISM tropism is a phenomenon experienced by living organisms, and especially plants, if affected in their
development by external agents.  When this effect is caused by Earth's gravity it is called gravitropism.

grástico
GRÁSTRICO spelling error by STOMACH RELATED TO the stomach .

grecoortodoxa
GRECOORTODOXA female GRECOORTODOXO, which belongs to the Greek Orthodox church

grecoortodoxo
GRECOORTODOXO relative or belonging to the Greek Orthodox cult

green business
GREEN BUSINESS Anglicism by GREEN BUSINESS .  Sustainable enterprise, which has minimal negative impact or a
positive effect on the environment, community or economy, global or local. 

green deal
GREEN DEAL anglicism by green agreement, any deal that seeks sustainability and environmental protection, reduction
of carbon footprint or carbon neutrality. 

green washing
GREEN WASHING Anglicism by GREEN WASH; misleading marketing technique that aims to make the customer
believe that the manufacturer or their product is trying to protect or improve the environment

greenfield
GREENFIELD English compound word meaning FIELD or FIELD ( green ) .  1 .  Project in several disciplines that has
no restrictions as a result of previous work.  2 .  Several cities in the United States with that name, as well as people who
have that last name because some ancestor took it because it was born in a place so called, probably in Inglatera.  2 .
Clothing brand



greenwashing
GREENWASHING (Second Time) anglilicism meaning green wash, misleading image washing action that companies
do to promote their products

greguerias
GREGUERY plural GREGUERIES

grelas
GRELAS in Argentina: plural of GRELA, derived from lunfardo argentinian mafia language, prostitute, dirty, shit, scum
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be bitch, hooker, scum, dirty, detrit, shit

gremopesto
GREMOPRESTO Italian sauce based on combining the ingredients of PESTO with those of GREMOLATA

gremopesto
GREMOPRESTO Italian sauce based on combining the ingredients of PESTO with those of GREMOLATA

grencho
GRENCHO anglicism derived from GRINCH, unpleasant person, who undoes the joy of others.  in El Salvador: a rough
and uneducated person in his way of speaking.  The GRINCH, character created by Dr.  Suess in 1977, is a bitter and
curmudgeonly goblin who wants to end the Christmas festivities. 

grevas
Greva's plural GREVAS derived from the Greeks, piece of armor covering the legs, from the knees to the beginning of
the foot.

grileiro grileira
GRILEIRO in Brazil : Scammers who, through coimas, forgeries, scams convince the state that they own land and
illegally obtain a title of ownership. 

grillino
GRILLINO relative to belonging to the Beppe Grillo, comic actor and italian politician belonging to the party 5 stars
(Genoa, 1948) 

grillino grillina
GRILLINO GRILLINA View GRILLINO

grimado
GRIMADO 1 .  Word part of the glyph of chapter 68 of Rayuela, by Julio Cortázar (see incopelusas).  It could be
translated by squealing, whispering or lamenting.  2 .  Grima from the Grimmis Germanic, horrible.  Very unpleasant
physical sensation that is experienced when listening to a sound, such as that of chalk when fried against the black
board. 

grime



GRIME Anglicism by MUGRE 2 .  Mudical genre derived from the UK garage, which adds elements of hip hop and
dancehill.  It has a complex rhythm that runs at 140 bpms ( beats per minute ) 

gringo-intervencionismo
GRINGO-INTERVENTIONISM of GRINGO, anglilicism of GREEN GO (forward the greens), colloquial, sometimes
derogatory, form of naming Americans and sometimes Europeans or anyone english-speaking.  Refer to American
involvement in the internal affairs of a country. 

gripe aviar
AVIAR FLU strains of the influenza virus that mainly affect birds and that produces zoonoses in humans. 

gripe porcina
SWINE FLU Respiratory disease of humans produced by a virus similar to COVID-19 and that originates in pigs. 

gripómetro
GRIPÓMETRO in Spain : Organizational, administrative and computational device created in 2015, to evaluate the
advance in the rate of vaccination against influenza (or flu, as they say) in Spain, according to the different age and risk
groups. 

grisáceos
GrisaceOUS plural of grayish, grey

grisero
GRISERO Source supplier of gray dye.  Rather, however, it seems like a typo for rude, since on the qwerty keyboard the
i and the o are adjacent keys. 

gritar a los cuatro vientos
The 4 Winds is an allegory of the 4 cardinal points North, East, South and West.  Shouting at the 4 winds refers to
divulging (some news or fact) to everyone, publicly, that is, to whoever wants to hear it.

grito
( THE )  GRITO Famous picture of the Norwegian Edvard Munch of which he painted 4 versions.  It highlights the
anguish and despair

gritos
GRITOS , plural of GRITO .  See GRITO

griyuo
GRIYUO spelling error by GRILLUO, in Maracaino, Venezuela, someone who is noticed in atrudent way by anga or by
manga, parodying the cricket, which emits a loud sound that becomes exasperating. 

grís
GREY 1 .  Black color, mixed with a percentage of white, generating the different shades of gray.  "Light Grey".  2 . 
Dark, sinister.  "This looks dark gray" 3.  Juan Gris, pseudonym of José Victoriano González-Pérez Spanish painter,



avecindado in Paris, one of the forerunners of Cubism.  4 .  Adventure video game developed in Spain for Nintendo and
various platforms in 2018 .

groggy
GROGGY anglicism of GROGGY', dizzy : ; stunned, state of semi-unconsciousness when a boxer has received a heavy
blow to the face. 

groove
GROOVE is the rhythmic or swing sensation produced by the rhythm section of a musical band.  Typical of jazz, it has
spread to other musical genres, such as funk, rock and soul. 

groseros
GROCERO plural grocery-

grtegerias
GRTEGERIAS terrible spelling of the word GREGUERIES, plural of GREGUERIA

grupete
GRUPETE in Dominican Republic : many .  On networks : small groups of players or chatiers : the Pinterest group. 

grupie
GRUPIE deformation of GROUPIE, anglilicism by an extreme fan of a musician, singer, celebrity or musical band who
does his best not to miss a single performance, following them and chasing them with the desire to get to know them. 

grupo firme
GRUPO FIRME in Mexico : musical group dedicated to Regional Mexican music.  In 2020 he published songs such as I
no longer return to you, Love was not pa'mi , I miss you more and more. 

grupusculismo
GRUPUSCULISMO Current of thought tending to form small groups of people, with a specific purpose or with the desire
to entertain themselves without actually doing anything else: . "The important thing is criticism not what is said in it. 
Care!!!! Refrain first of all from offering alternatives. It's about having a good time nothing more."

grupusculisno
GRUPUSCULISMO Current of thought tending to form small groups of people, with a specific purpose or with the desire
to entertain themselves without actually doing anything else: . "The important thing is criticism not what is said in it.
without offering alternatives

gsm
GSM Correspond to the English name of the Global System of Mobile Communications It is a widely used standard
since the turn of the century and also known as 2G because it was a leap from communications analogue to digital.

gu
GU 1 .  Brand of sports food to generate energies.  2 . Gretsh-Unitas acronym, hardware brand



gua gua
GUA GUA Onomatopoeia from a baby's whining.  In Chile : GUAGUA instead, comes from Quechua and means baby.

guabancex
GUABANCEX in antille mythology : goddess of winds, chaotic and indomitable spirit that, when she felt battered, sent
the hurricanes, swirling winds that destroyed everything in her path. 

guachaca
GUACHACA in Chile : 1 .  Colloquially, vulgar, ordinary.  There is talk of GUACHACA CULTURE, way of dressing,
making music, talking ordinarily, drinking and eating cheap and of poor quality.  2 .  Colloquially, another meaning is
affectionate, supportive and sincere

guachacote
GAUACHACOTE See GUACHOCOTE

guachafo
GUACHAFO ordinary person, in particular with his dress

guachapele
GUACHAPELE albizia guachapele (in honor of the Italian nobleman FIlippo of Albizzi), tree of the family of fabaceous or
leguminosáceas of fruit in light brown pod.  And it's not that his scientific name isn't From Latin.  It is that, as it rarely
happens, it has a synonym, pseudosamanea guachapele or phitecebollium guachapele, well it is also not very Latin to
say.  This tree, which is found from Mexico to Ecuador, is of great importance, as it contributes to regulating the climate,
is used in reforestation and improves livestock production. 

guachimán
GUACHIMÁN anglicism derived from WATCH MAN, vigilante, term used by the English colony of the port, very
important before the opening of the Panama Canal.  In Valparaiso, Chile: guard, guard, person who watches over the
holds and containers so that they are not violated and stolen. 

guagua
GUAGUA Danilo already explained very well the meanings of this term.  I will clarify the etymology of each .  Wawa in
Mapudungun is baby, and comes from Quechua wa-wa meaning child, as opposed to ruca, old.  On the other hand
when it comes to the gondola or bus, guagua derives from the English wagon, wagon

guaguita
GUAGITA In Chile : diminutive of guagua .  Baby.  Infant Infant

guaje jícaro
GUAJE The guaje is a shrub, a species of acacia, that grows from Mexico to Guatemala, but has spread throughout the
world.   2 .  It also means child, little boy.  3 .  Get.  4 .  In Mexico and Honduras : Tonto .  See J-ACARO/E] apart as it is
a different plant.

guajolotillo
GUAJOLOTILLO guajolote, Mexican turkey grown by rincipalmente in the Yucatan area.  Genetically it is a different



species than the American turkey.   The Mexican natives

gualele
GUALELE muse x paradisiacal , another name of the BANANA

guallava
GUALLAVA spelling error by GUAYABA , tropical fruit . 

guampis
GUAMPIS Spanish-languagegraphy for wampis indigenous people of the Peruvian Amazon in the provinces of
Condorcanqui and Datem del Marañón

guamúchil
GUAM-CHIL phitecellobium dulcever PAYAND

guanco
GUANCO In Mexico : indigenous origins of Costa Chica or Montaña , in the states of Guerrero and Oaxaca.  2 . 
Derogatory treatment towards a person.   . 

guante de seda
SILK GLOVE euphemism for SOFTNESS , DELICACY

guapicima
GUAPICIMA Spelling Error by BEAUTIFUL 1 .  very beautiful person, very helpful.  Extremely handsome

guapisimo
BEAUTIFUL MISTAKE FOR BEAUTIFUL

guapísima
GUAPÍSIMO , To the said of a woman : Very beautiful person, sensual, attractive.  Woman who enters an enclosure and
melts all the men of the place with wishes.  Said of a man : Very manly and attractive person.  Some synonyms, words
or similar expressions may be of eating it, beautiful, matador

guardaagujas
GUARDAAGUJAS official ferro arriles in charge of guarding and manipulating needles to make the changes of roads .

guardacantos
GUARDACANTOS wooden or metal slat dust guard that is applied as a finish on the edges formed by a wall and a floor
or by the wall and a support surface, such as a table or counter. 

guardapecho
GUARDAPECHO protection of the armour covering the chest 2 .  Padded protection used by baseball players.  3 . 
Electrosensitive protection used by fencers to accuse a blow of foil, sabre or sword, validating a lunge.



guardar secreto
KEEP SECRET keep in reserve, without disclosing, any confidence that has been (us) revealed. 

guardarropa vitrina
DISPLAY CASE WARDROBE 1 .  Synonym. that the application does not recognize by being placed as synonyms of
another word, without separating them by a comma.   For example, an armaroo. 2 .  It could be a cabinet closed by
glass that allow you to see the clothes. stored or on display.

guardiciones
PLURAL GUARDITIONS of GUARDICIÓN , accompaniment of an olate

guarida fiscal
FISCAL GUARIDA See FISCAL PARADISE .  Country or territory where foreigners can invest capital at very low or no
tax rate, usually to avoid paying taxes in their own countries.

guarismos
GUARISMOS plural of GUARISMO , number . 

guarniciones
LINING 1 foods such as vegetables, sweet and legumes that are used to accompany the main element of a dish, such
as meat, fish or chicken 2 motif which is put on an object, a fabric or a wallpaper and is made of a different material. 3. 
Set of soldiers which is intended in a fixed or permanent way in a population or a place to defend it or protect it.

guarrojos
GUARROJO River of Colombia .  It gives rise to the ocelot-guarrojo field that has been the subject of lawsuits for
compromising the environment by exploiting oilfields, having to suspend its activities.

guartinaja
GUARTINAJA Cuniculus paca Rodent of the neotropical region.   It is persistently persecuted for the exquisite taste of
its meat creating a serious depopulation in its natural habitat, especially by the natives and indigenous people who live
in the area.  It is medium-sized, brown with white stretch marks along the body, resembling a chancho, night owl,
solitary, territorial and sedentary.  Zoocracy is an alternative to mitigating its depopulation.  In Brazil, Ecuador, Panama,
Mexico and Colombia have experienced their reproduction in captivity, with good results.

guartinajo
GUARTINAJO In Colombia GUARTINAJA Ver GUARTINAJA

guasamamaya
GUASAMAMAYA 1 .  Originally from Jalisco, Mexico where the fruits are given in the wild and the famous drink that
corresponds to a tropical cocktail of guasamamaya is prepared where the kiwi, mamey and papaya are mixed.  2 .  Fruit
of China and Tanzania that its interior has the context of the kiwi but that its exterior is red-skinned and with green
shoots similar to when the bean sprouts.

guasamandrapa
GUASAMANDRAPA in Colombia : Penis .  In Peru: masturbated, straw cumshot



guasamandrapa chuto
GUASAMANDRAPA CHUTO Both terms are synonymous with penis .  In Chile [E[CHUTO is used in the mining regions
of the north of the country

guaspete
GUASPETE in Ecuador : Swallow, ethyl alcohol . 

guatinajo
GUATINAJO THE word is GUARTINAJO/E] In Colombia guartinajo is used.  In other countries it is guartinaja.

guatusi
WATUSI ( and not guatusi ) 1 .  African tribe of extremely tall and bellicose men.  2 .  Solo dance genre that became
popular in the 1960s.

guayón
GUAYON person with pimp personality, cheeky, ligon.  In Dominican Republic : rayon .  In Spain: increased cool,
excellent : My cousin is cool top

guazap
GUAZAP vulgar and unrecognized way to write the name of the app WHATSUP , anglicism derived from WHAT'S UP? ,
or WHAT'S GOING ON? What's going on? , name of the most messaging platform worldwide. 

guácalas
GUÁCALAS in Mexico; expression of disgust (for something) 

guákala
GU-KALA expression used in Mexico .  See GUACALA

gubernatura
GUBERNATURA government, action and effect of governing, directing.

gudaris
GUDARI in warrior Basque, the plural is gudariak.  Guerrilla soldier of the euzkadi government during the Spanish Civil
War. 

guechos
GÜECHO . m. C. Rica and Nic. Goiter (bocio).

2. m. y f. C. Rica and Nic. Persona who suffers from Goiter (bocio). U. also as. adj.

3. m. and f. C. Rica. Persona who has a voice similar to peoole with bocio Illness U. also as adj.

4. m. and f. C. Rica. Person who allows that others, under his responsability, so what they want, without correcting
them..
5. El Salvador and Honduras  used to strongly denying something.



6. as an exclamation it shows a profound feeling of surprise, anger, hurt, wonder, etc. 

7. Tener güecho. Being fool, dumb Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be omg!, goiter, being dumb

guerra de baqueta
WAR BAND BAQUETA Wooden sticks or tarolas to percuss the war drum.  They are of a diameter much omayor than
those of rock bands and other musical currents.

guerra electronica
ELECTRONIC WARFARE.  International confrontation at the level of governments, corporations and coalitions, for the
dominance of cyberspace and global control.  Penetration into the military, computer, productive and commercial
strategic systems of a competitor.

guerra psicologica
PSYCHOLOGICAL WAR Confrontation between parties through pressures and tensions caused by threats of attacks on
one side and the other.  The Cold War was a psychological war between the countries behind the Iron Curtain and those
of the West, and, most not least, between the Soviet Union and the United States.  In 1962 Krushev had Russian
missiles installed on the island of Cuba and us spy planes discovered him.  Kennedy threatened him with a war, which
would be the third world war.  The Russian ships arrived with new missiles near the island, creating a tremendous
psychological war, but seeing that the US was very serious in warning the Russians rewinded and dismantled the
already installed missiles.

guerrera de dios
GUERRERA DE GOD woman who seeks a more spiritual life in society, bringing others closer to Christian principles. 
Present on Pinterest and other platforms. 

guerreras de cristo
WARRIORS OF CHRIST third time document this entry .  Woman who possesses a living spirit, full of strength and
energy to defend and permanently promote all her skills and gifts, improving her physical, spiritual and mental activity
and making all her abilities available to God, fighting to make better people and a better planet.  They form communities
in which they share and unify efforts. 

guerreras de la fe
WOMEN OF THE FAITH Christian women dedicated to giving encouragement of life and being able to increase your
faith, your soul and body. 

guerrerista
GUERRERISTA Person in charge of resolving the differences by weapons.  Of course, let the war be fought by others,
never by the warrior. 

guerrista
Warmonger GUERRISTA, person or institution in favor of the war. 

gueva
GUEVA, in fact GUEVÁ, also written as WUEA, WUEVÁ, col. It the most common slang word in Chile. It means a
stupidity, shit, something of no value, a nonsense. But it is used colloquially, mainly, as "a thing", anything.  The origin of



the word comes from HUEVO meaninf egg. Guevá stricty talking, means a lot of eggs.

guia profesional
PROFESSIONAL GUIDE 1 .  Treaty in which notions and rules are given by experts in some matter.  2 .  Advice given
by an expert in some subject matter.  3 .  Occupation and dignity of who works as an expert in running caravans,
mountaineering groups, expeditions and so on, based on their great knowledge of the area where the activity takes
place.  4 .  List of consultations of professionals from a specific area.

guias secundarias
SECONDARY GUIDES indications or instructions of lesser importance than the main guides, for the execution of
something. 

guicidas
GUICIDA that kills, destroys .  Used in chemicals against insects and fungi, such as pesticides and ants

guidance
English GUIDANCE, literally guideline or guide.  Council

guijarrosas
GUIJARROSAS female plural of GUIJARROSO


